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Overview
Location-based marketing provides an invaluable opportunity for advertisers seeking to reach consumers based
on the specific geographic areas they visit. With Geo-Fencing from Simpli.fi, advertisers can create audiences
through custom targeting shapes with pinpoint precision, even based on specific dates and times, and then serve
them ads for up to 30 days after. Brick-and-mortar locations can also measure online-to-offline conversions and
gauge the amount of foot traffic attributable to a campaign.
Bulls

We have compiled this guide to explain the numerous capabilities of Geo-Fencing from Simpli.fi and to inspire
unique ideas for applying the technology to your business – whatever it may be.
Continue for definitions of key terms, a breakdown of mobile location data, valuable how-to guides for real
marketing challenges, advice for using reports, and more. For additional information, reach out at hi@simpli.fi
or contact your Simpli.fi representative.

Geo-Fencing
Geo-Fencing with Simpli.fi is the most advanced location-based mobile advertising technology powered by
latitude and longitude data to target specific geographic areas with custom shapes. Simpli.fi tracks users via
mobile devices that utilize location services. Our data sources and filtering models ensure highly accurate
GPS data so you can reach individuals based on the locations they visit.

Simpli.fi’s Geo-Fencing Benefits:
• 100% our proprietary technology.
• Incomparable scalability.
• Pinpoint accuracy.
• Granular localization through custom shapes
and sizes.
• Variable Recency (Instant – 30 days).
• Measure and optimize to offline, physical visits.
• Temporal geo-targeting of an event location
during a specific day and time window.
• More powerful and accurate than GEO-IP
targeting.

Geo-Fencing is ideal for advertisers
who wish to:
• Retarget customers who visit or commute
through any business’s location.
• Leverage targeted campaigns only to customers
within a predetermined physical proximity
to your business.
• Increase brand awareness with
concentrated spends.
• Identify high concentrations of customers.
• Conquest competitors’ locations.
• Drive foot traffic to a physical location.

• Location file import and export capability.
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HOW DO GEO-FENCES WORK?
Step 1:

A virtual boundary is drawn around a physical
location or created via a GeoJSON file upload.

NEW CARS

Step 2:

A user enters the geo-fenced location.

Step 3:

The user is served ads from the campaign.

WHO ARE IDEAL CLIENTS FOR GEO-FENCING?

Brick & Mortar

District-Specific Entities

• Quick Serve Restaurants

• Municipalities and Counties

• Insurance Agents

• Civic Groups

• Retail

• Community Organizations

• Auto

• Political Parties and Candidates

• Hospitality

Venue-Based Entities

Travel

• Concert Halls

• Truck Stops

• Amphitheaters

• Train and Bus Stations

• Convention Centers

• Hotels and Resorts

• Colleges

• Tourist Attractions

• Sports Arenas and Stadiums

• Airports
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Conversion Zones
Geo-Fencing with Conversion Zones allows you to track what amount of physical traffic at that location has
previously been served an ad from visiting another geo-fenced location. It enables the tracking and measuring of
online-to-offline conversions, supported by robust reporting. By drawing a Conversion Zone around your business,
any user who visits that location after having been served an ad associated with the campaign will be counted
as a conversion.

Simpli.fi’s Conversion Zone Benefits:
• Track offline or “last mile” conversion to measure your advertising success.
• Evaluate campaign effectiveness with a wealth of reporting metrics.
• Determine which foot traffic was naturally converted vs. influenced by an ad with Simpli.fi’s
Geo-Conversion Lift metric.

HOW DO CONVERSION ZONES WORK?

SUBS

Step 1:

A virtual geo-fence is traced around an area
where the advertiser wants to target customers
visiting another physical location.

Step 2:

A conversion zone is traced around one or
more of the advertiser’s locations.

PIZZA

PIZZA

Step 3:

A user visits a target zone associated with
the campaign, and is collected in an audience
to be served an ad on their mobile device
for up to 30 days.

Step 4:

When the customer enters the Conversion
Zone with their mobile device and has
previously been served the advertiser’s
ad, the Conversion Zone recognizes the
user and attributes their visit as an offline
conversion for the geo-fencing campaign.

ORDER
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Event Targeting
Event Targeting is a unique function of Geo-Fence targeting based on day and time windows, allowing advertisers
to identify users at a specific location during a predetermined time period and then show them ads. You can
create a transparent audience around a temporal and spatial event and then retarget them.

Simpli.fi’s Event Targeting Benefits:
• Self-contained, one-stop turnkey solution.
• Granularity down to the hour level.
• Incomparable scalability.
• Audiences are portable and reusable.
• A tool that builds audiences based on physical
locations during specific date and time windows.
• Fully automated process to run Event Targeting

HOW DOES EVENT TARGETING WORK?
Step 1:

A virtual geo-fence is traced around an event location
and a schedule is set for the duration of the event.

Step 2:

A user enters the geo-fence during the set time
frame and becomes part of a custom audience.

BUY
TS
TICKE

Step 3:

The audience is retargeted with a new campaign
after the event.

IDEAL LOCATIONS FOR EVENT TARGETING
• Conferences, conventions and tradeshows

• Fairs and festivals

• Sports events

• Community and cultural events

• Concerts and tours

• Fundraisers and benefits

• Radio remotes

• Parades

• Performing arts: opera, theater,
musicals, etc.

• Venues
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Understanding Location Data
and Mobile Attribution
Simpli.fi collects an immense amount of GPS data based on lat/long coordinates sent from mobile apps. After
applying vigilant data cleansing and filtering methodologies, we see location data on more than 500 million
users daily.
When it comes to attributing proven in-store traffic driven by mobile ad campaigns, our Geo-Fencing with
Conversion Zones solution measures actual location visits grounded in reliable data science. Conversely, most
third-party attribution providers use a “panel-based” methodology that estimates projected location visits based
on a small sample of opt-in users. Panel-based attribution tracks the users on which they have data and scales
up the measurements – which means visits to a specific location are estimated based on broad assumptions,
and the users in the panel are not necessarily representative of the intended audience.
A commonly sourced statistic from a panel-based attribution provider states that they can reach one in every 100
U.S. adults. This means that an estimated 99% of reported visits are projections, not actual visits. For national
campaigns targeting broad audiences, panels can provide a good indication of behavior and work well when
there is enough volume to get accurate signals. But when applied to localized campaigns, where audiences
are often measured in thousands instead of millions, the numbers shrink.
For example, we know that 3% of a population is typically in the market for a new product or service. Let’s consider
people planning to switch insurance providers in Fort Worth, Texas (population 850,000). Based on panel-based
attribution, the effectiveness of a Fort Worth insurance campaign would be measured by 255 people total.

INSURANCE SHOPPERS:
In Fort Worth, TX

25,500 people
Based on 3% of total
Fort Worth population

In the U.S.

10M people
Based on 3% of total
U.S. population

Panel Size

255 people
Based on 1% projected
audience exposures

With Simpli.fi, our technology recognizes a unique user who has previously been served an ad, and upon visiting
the predetermined conversion zone, attributes their visit as an offline conversion for the mobile campaign.
This happens for every user visit and without estimated projections. By tracking this way, Conversion Zones
more accurately gauge the effectiveness of your mobile campaigns.
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How To Strategically Utilize
Geo-Fencing Technology
How To Find Your Audience
Consumers leave footprints on the internet based on
the websites they visit and the terms they search. Their
online behavior can indicate their interest and intent
to purchase products and services. Similarly, your
audience members leave footprints in the physical
world as well. Whatever your business, your target
market is likely to be found in specific locations.
Create geo-fences via bulk GeoJSON file uploads or
hand-drawing custom-shaped boundaries around locations to target the sites relevant to your business. From a
100 meter by 100 meter store to a custom-shaped neighborhood to a surrounding area with a 5-mile radius, you
can draw the geo-fence that’s right for your campaign.

EXAMPLES OF GEO-FENCING LOCATIONS
• A country club could geo-fence the entire neighborhood in which it’s located.
• A sporting goods store could geo-fence the stadium of the local baseball team.
• A grocery store chain could geo-fence a 5-mile radius around each location across the country.
• A B2B tech supplier could geo-fence the offices of prospective customers.
• A veterinarian could geo-fence the dog parks in the area.
• An exclusive private school could geo-fence luxury malls, high-end restaurants, and other locations with
high concentrations of affluent parents.
• A tourist attraction could geo-fence local hotels and visitor centers.
• A university or community college could geo-fence area high schools.
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How To Conquest Competitors
One of the best places to find your audience is at competitor locations. Geo-Fencing provides a unique
opportunity to address a common marketing goal to conquest competitors. Now you can serve highly targeted
ads to users whom you know are in the market for your products or services, giving you the opportunity to switch
their business away from your competitors.
• Reach consumers with timely offers when you
know they are in the market for a similar product
or service.

COMPETITOR

• Promote a price-matching guarantee or other
promotional offers to entice customers.
• Increase market share by attracting competitors’ customers.
• Highlight key differentiators over competitors.
• Build awareness of your brand by engaging your
target audience with compelling offers over
your competitors.
• For regularly recurring purchases, retarget consumers who visited your competitors with variable recency
to reach them when they are ready to repurchase a similar product or service.
• Complement the geo-fencing campaign with other tactics to reach users throughout the purchase cycle.
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Simply draw a geo-fence or set up an event targeting campaign around your competitor locations to reach
shoppers who visited those sites. Then, build a conversion zone around your location to measure the number
of individuals who visited a competitor, saw an ad, and then entered your business.
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How to Target Based on Specific
Date and Time Windows

JUNE

Similar to using pixels on a website to capture users who visit that
site and retarget them with ads, Event Targeting uses location data
to capture users who visit a geo-fence during a specified date and
time window and allows advertisers to retarget them.
With granularity down to the hour, businesses can reach potential
customers who attended a specific event, visited a competitor
during a certain timeframe, and more.

Bulls

Bulls

Bulls
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EXAMPLES OF TARGETING SPECIFIC TIME WINDOWS
• A surgical device company could event target a conference of surgeons and advertise to them
with highly targeted messages after the conference.
• A concert venue could event target a hip-hop concert at their location and then retarget that
audience to advertise for their next hip-hop concert.
• A local bakery in New Orleans could event target the Mardi Gras parade route to capture an audience
of visitors and retarget them with an offer to visit their location while in town.
• A fitness gym that hosted a New Years kickoff event for potential new members could event target
their location and retarget the audience with a promotional offer to sign up for a membership.
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How To Drive Customer Loyalty
Online advertising is not only relevant for bringing in new clients. Geo-Fencing is a valuable tool for driving
customer loyalty by targeting individuals who have previously visited your business with promotional
and loyalty offers.
• Stay top of mind with existing customers.
• Build loyalty with promotional offers and rewards programs.
• Advertise seasonal items, sales, or events to previous shoppers.
• Utilize variable recency to promote regularly recurring purchases at the expected time of repurchase.
Many businesses choose to build geo-fences around their own locations to run loyalty-based marketing
campaigns with targeted ads. This can also be used to retarget shoppers in a timely manner.

Voted KC’s
Best Ribs

»
View Menu

EXAMPLES OF LOYALTY-BASED GEO-FENCING
• A shopping mall could geo-fence the mall and then serve ads to past shoppers encouraging them
to complete their holiday shopping at the mall.
• A grocery store could run an Event Targeting campaign to capture users who visited their store over
a weekend and then retarget them two weeks later.
• A concert venue could set up an Event Targeting campaign for their own location during a
performance and then serve ads to the captured audience members promoting the next show
of the same genre.
• A new restaurant could geo-fence their own location to reach potential regulars and advertise
specials, promotions, or a loyalty rewards program.
• A movie theater chain could geo-fence their locations to retarget movie enthusiasts and
promote new movies.
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REPORTING AND ANALYTICS
Geo-Fence Reporting
Businesses with physical locations want to measure the
impact of their online advertising on in-store traffic. The
question “Is my advertising campaign driving traffic into
the store and contributing to sales?” is a valuable marketing
concern, and one that Simpli.fi can solve.

How to Track Conversions and Measure ROI

SKCILC

The Simpli.fi Reporting and Analytics Center provides a wealth
of insight into online-to-offline conversions. Advertisers can see
which target zones are driving traffic to individual conversion
zones. Reports also indicate the performance of the campaign
for each geo-fence, so you can see which geo-fences garner
the highest CTR or lowest CPA, for example. Geo-Fencing
has introduced several new metrics into the world
of programmatic advertising.

SNOISSERPMI

SIMPLI.FI’S GEO-FENCE REPORTING METRICS INCLUDE:

Cost Per Visit (CPV)
Total Campaign Cost divided by Total
Number of Visits to a Conversion Zone

View Through Visits
Total number of visitors to the Conversion
Zone who received an ad but did not click

Total Visit Rate (TVR)
Percentage of users who were served
an ad and then visited the Conversion Zone

Click Through Visits
Total number of visitors to the
Conversion Zone who clicked the ad

How to Gain Strategic Insight
Transparent reporting around Geo-Fencing can provide valuable insights for advertisers to influence their broader
marketing strategies. Many advertisers find unexpected takeaways based on the patterns of traffic in their
geo-fences and conversion zones. For example, businesses have geo-fenced competitor locations and measured
the number of impressions and conversions that come from each geo-fence. This information provides data to
help reveal the biggest competitors for their business, influencing other marketing initiatives.
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Geo-Conversion Lift

290

Simpli.fi’s Geo-Conversion Lift dashboards provides
a wealth of additional information related to the
impact of Geo-Fencing campaigns on foot traffic.
Metrics within these dashboard include:

Geo-Conversion Lift*

55

377
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Percentage difference in Campaign Conversion
Rate vs. Natural Conversion Rate. Calculated by
(Campaign Conversion Rate – Natural Conversion Rate)
÷ Natural Conversion Rate. Geo-Conversion Lift shows
the percentage difference between users who visited
a conversion zone after being delivered an ad and those
who naturally visited a conversion zone after being seen in a target zone.

456

New User Campaign Conversion Lift*

The campaign conversion lift with repeat converters excluded.

Converter Funnel

Shows the relative number of Natural Converters compared to New Natural Converters, Campaign Converters,
and New Campaign Converters.
• Natural Converters: Users who have been detected in a target zone, and then detected in a conversion zone
within the number of days designated in the conversion attribution settings for that campaign, regardless
of having been served an ad or not.
• New Natural Converters: Natural Converters who have been detected for the first time in a conversion
zone within the number of days designated in the conversion attribution settings for that campaign.
• Campaign Converters: Users who have been detected in a target zone, served an ad, then detected
in a conversion zone within the number of days designated in the conversion attribution settings for
that campaign.
• New Campaign Converters: Campaign Converters who have been detected for the first time in a conversion
zone within the number of days designated in the conversion attribution settings for that campaign.

Natural Conversion Rate*

The percentage of users that have been detected in a target zone, have not been served an ad, and then were
detected in a conversion zone for the same campaign.

Natural Days to Convert

The average number of days it takes users, whether they’ve been served an ad or not, to go from a target zone
to the conversion zone.

Campaign Conversion Rate*

The percentage of users who were detected in a target zone, were then served an ad, and then were detected in
a conversion zone for the same campaign.
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Campaign Days to Convert

The average number of days it takes users who were served
an ad to go from a target zone to the conversion zone.
* With breakouts of daily new and repeat users to further increase
transparency and insights into our conversion metrics.

Geo-Conversion Lift Methodology
Simpli.fi’s Natural Conversion Rate provides a convenient
and intuitive baseline for comparison while avoiding the
complexity of a formal controlled experiment and the
expense of a holdout set. This means marketers do not
need to dedicate what is traditionally 20% of their spend towards
a holdout set to accomplish a conversion lift metric. This is ideal for localized programmatic campaigns.
It leverages Simpli.fi’s large mass of dynamic geo-location data to tell the target user’s story and build the
foundation for a statistically rigorous comparison test.

Baseline vs. Holdout Set

Simpli.fi utilizes the Natural Conversion Rate as a baseline rather than a holdout set. This approach is wellestablished statistically and often used in dynamic online application. It does not provide a cause-effect
conclusion. Rather, the goal is an A/B comparison similar to A/B testing with the question “Is the Natural
Conversion Rate different than the Campaign Conversion Rate?”

Saturation Avoidance

Simpli.fi avoids the Natural Conversion Rate from becoming saturated with users who have been served an ad by
not including them in the calculations. This may decrease the users in the baseline calculation, but the impact
is negligible because of the preponderance of geo-location data. It also allows faster convergence to statistical
significance because the two rates will be further apart.
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Geo-Conversion Lift Dashboard Sample View
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Geo-Conversion Lift Overview Dashboard Sample View
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CASE STUDY

Innovative Use of Geo-Fencing Grows
Incremental Store Visits By 246%
for national automotive services brand
The Challenge

Location-based targeting has become a powerful tool
for marketers who seek to reach a precise audience.
However, national brands with numerous physical
locations often find it difficult to localize advertising
and effectively track the lift in store traffic.

Car Service

National branding campaigns don’t allow for
customization to each market based on local
preferences, audience size, and individual store
needs. Many programmatic platforms are not able
to scale down to locally targeted campaigns while still
achieving delivery and performance goals. Further,
attributing offline performance metrics to an online
campaign is still often an expensive and
complex process.
A well-known automotive services brand with thousands of locations across the U.S. faced this exact
challenge. They neededan unconventional and effective solution to localize national campaigns and
increase in-store foot traffic by reaching car owners in the market for an oil change, tire service, or other
automotive maintenance.

The Strategy

The automotive services brand and its local marketing partner knew it was vital to select the right
programmatic partner. Ultimately, they chose Simpli.fi based on our advanced location-based mobile
advertising technology.
Together, the brand, their marketing partner, and Simpli.fi developed a programmatic strategy to:

Joe’s Tires

Target local car owners at
the time they were due for
automotive maintenance.

Conquest competitors’
physical locations.

Increase in-store visits, while
measuring conversions and
foot traffic lift.
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CASE STUDY

The Work

Simpli.fi and the advertiser developed a comprehensive strategy of Search Retargeting, Geo-Fencing with
Conversion Zones, and Event Targeting to generate foot traffic. They leveraged Simpli.fi’s Geo-Conversion Lift
metrics t o measure how their ads impacted store visits.
First, the Simpli.fi team built geo-fences around designated areas near each of the 2,132 store locations across
the U.S. to reach people in close proximity to the stores. A complementary Search Retargeting strategy focused o
n
corresponding geographic boundaries in order to more effectively target car owners who indicated interest in tire
services, oil changes, and more based on their web activity.
The campaign also featured a unique application of Simpli.fi’s Event Targeting solution, which allows advertisers
to capture users from a location at an exact date and time period and serve ads to them later. Simpli.fi built Event
Targeting geo-fences around all local competitors that offered oil changes in a 10-mile radius around each of the
advertiser’s locations. These captured users were then retargeted three months later at the time their next oil
change would be due.
Finally, Simpli.fi built Conversion Zones around each of the
advertiser’s 2,132 locations to track the number ofindividuals
who had seen an ad associated with the campaign
and then visited the location in person.

Car Service

Results

Going beyond standard programmatic
measures, the advertiser wished to gauge
the effectiveness of this campaignwith the
action-based metric of “lift in foot traffic.”
Simpli.fi delivered more than 400,000 total geo-fence conversions over the course of the campaign. These
conversions resulted in a positive 246% surge in incremental store visits, as measured using Simpli.fi’s GeoConversion Lift metric. This increase reflects the percentage difference between users who visited a conversion
zone after being delivered an ad and those who naturally visited a conversion zone without being delivered an ad
after being seen in a target zone.
Further, Simpli.fi’s Reporting and Analytics Center allowed the advertiser to have insight into the number of
conversions at each individual store location and the geo-fences that the users visited.

246%

SURGE IN INCREMENTAL STORE VISITS

400,000

TOTAL GEO-FENCE CONVERSIONS
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The Value of Omnichannel Programmatic
Geo-Fencing with Conversion Zones and Event Targeting are valuable solutions, but they are most effective
when combined with other programmatic advertising tactics. Because 86% of users engage in research
online before shopping offline, Simpli.fi recommends blending Geo-Fencing with other tactics such as site,
search and keyword contextual targeting.

GEO-FENCE TARGETING
Targeting based on your location
and your competitors’ locations.

CATEGORY
CONTEXTUAL

FACEBOOK NEWS FEED
• Facebook Demographic.
• Facebook Life Event.
• Facebook Behavioral.

IP TARGETING

INTEREST

Target users by the
location of their IP address.

Targeting on sites
with content relevant
to your industry.

ELEMENT-LEVEL
TARGETING
AT EVERY POINT OF
USER ENGAGEMENT

KEYWORD SEARCH
RETARGETING
Targeting terms relevant to
your industry.

CRM TARGETING
Targeting users from
an existing database.

IN TE N T

KEYWORD-LEVEL
CONTEXTUAL

Targeting content with terms
relevant to your industry.

SITE RETARGETING

Targeting users who have previously
visited your website as they surf the web.

Get Started
To get started finding your audience, conquesting competitors, building loyalty, driving traffic
to your business, measuring conversions, and gaining strategic insights, contact your Simpli.fi
representative or reach out at hi@simpli.fi.
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